
 

 

 

 
Transform Your Team –   7th May 2018 - Cricket Landmark Changes 
#Monday Cricket Fact  
If you’re a leader in just about any field, you’re going to have people second-guessing you, tearing you down, and picking 
you apart. The more you succeed, the more critics you’ll have. Dealing with criticism is a part of leadership. It’s that 
simple. No matter how hard you try, you’ll never be able to avoid all criticism—and you shouldn’t! But learning to handle 
that criticism is incredibly crucial to your success as a leader. 
While you cannot avoid all criticism, you can minimize some of it by leading thoughtfully and consider the following : 

1. Build a positive culture 
2. Create an avenue for helpful feedback 

3. Lead with the “why” before the “what.” 
4. Be wise in how you live 

1971 The first one day international England play Australia in Melbourne  

1979 World Series Cricket A breakaway professional competition  

1992 The first coloured clothing World Cup Coloured clothing used at an ICC World Cup for the first time 

1992 The Third Umpire Third umpires are introduced to a make decision using TV replays 

2003 T20 Cricket The ECB introduces the 20 over competition 

2008 The decision review system DRS trialled for the first time in a test match between Sri Lanka and 
India  

2015 Day-night Tests The first-day-night Test played between Australia and New Zealand 
with a pink ball  

2018 - 
2020 

Talks to introduce 100-ball format to a 
new competition  

The England and Wales Cricket Board wants to introduce an 
innovative '100 balls' format into its new eight-team, city-based 
tournament. The concept could see innings consist of 15 
traditional six-ball overs, and a final 10-ball over. That would be 20 
balls shorter than traditional T20 matches. 
Those devising the competition believe a 100-ball 'countdown' 
would attract new audiences and be popular with broadcasters.  
The proposed approach was presented by the ECB to the chairmen 
and chief executives of the first-class counties and MCC on 
Thursday. ECB's chief executive officer Tom Harrison said: "This is a 
fresh and exciting idea which will appeal to a younger audience 
and attract new fans to the game. "The new competition's board 
unanimously supports the development of the 100-ball concept. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/cricket/43824037 

View from @PhilJBish 
Change, we live in a world of constant change it is all about how we as leaders introduce that change. Leading with the 
“why” disarms critics, educates bystanders and empowers advocates.  
Well Being & Pastoral Care  
As your Sports Chaplain @ Glamorgan CCC, my role is to provide an impartial and confidential point of contact to talk 
about any matters you may be worried about on or off the field, offering pastoral support. This support is provided to all 
connected with Glamorgan CCC. Including players, coaches, staff, volunteers, and families.   
Philip Bishop            Mobile number: 07817 297926  Email: philbish1959@gmail.com 
 


